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L.J. Star White Paper: Keep Light Cool for Best Sight Glass View
Engineering study of sight glass lighting reveals which color temperature light provides the
optimal view of process vessels

Twinsburg, Ohio — May 29, 2014 — L.J. Star Inc., a leading
supplier of sight glass lighting, has released a new white paper
that discusses the results of a study used to determine which color
temperature of white light is best suited for illuminating the interior
of stainless steel process vessels. A good view is essential for
observing the characteristics of the process medium and for
verifying process steps such as clean-in-place.
The study examined the color absorption and reflection of cool and
warm white light by stainless steel. During the test, a warm white
LED and a cool white LED were placed at a sight port on a
stainless steel tank, and the luminosity of each LED was measured
at a second port using a foot candle light meter.
It is common to use a sight port for the light inlet and another sight port for viewing—with both ports
located on top of the vessel. (Viewing ports with integrated sight glass lights are also available.) In this
study, the two extreme ends of the spectrum (warm white and cool white light) were tested to
demonstrate the effect of color frequency on absorption and reflection. Measurements revealed that
the cool white LED was more efficient at illuminating the tank than the warm white LED.
Download the white paper at http://www2.ljstar.com/l/12112/2014-05-27/mjczm.

The test configuration incorporated Metaglas®, the strongest and safest fused sight window in the
industry. In addition to Metaglas, L.J. Star offers a variety of sight glass lights, including LED, halogen,
and fiber optic lights in ex- (explosion proof) and non-ex versions. L.J. Star’s new LumiStar3000™ is
the world’s brightest sight glass light, allowing an unprecedented view of processes, even in large
tanks.
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About L.J. Star
L.J. Star Incorporated provides an extensive line of process observation equipment – sight glasses,
lights, sanitary fittings, and level gage instrumentation. Product lines include Metaglas® Safety Sight
Windows, Lumiglas® Explosion Proof Lights and Cameras, Visual Flow Indicators, Sight Ports,
Sanitary Clamps, Magnetic Level Gages and Gage Glass. Metaglas is the #1 selling fused sight
glass, proven in thousands of installations around the world. Unlike some other sight glasses, it
meets stringent DIN 7079 and DIN 7080 quality standards, and it is approved for USP Type I use.
For additional information, or to request third-party documentation of standards compliance and
product performance claims, contact L.J. Star Incorporated, P.O. Box 1116, Twinsburg, OH 44087.
Phone: 330-405-3040. Fax: 330-405-3070. Email: view@ljstar.com. Website: www.ljstar.com.
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